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Abstract SPARQ2L[1] will use path expressions to concisely represent path information as oppossed to an enumerated listing of paths of the RDF graph. These path expressions are represented as strings and are constructed during preprocessing phase of an unconstrained path query on an RDF graph. This paper proposes an alternative represention for path expressions using binary encoding scheme for constrained path queries on RDF graphs, because binary encoding scheme enables the path filtering step for path constraint evaluation to be performed efficiently using bit operations. We also show that this representation achieves a significant improvement in terms of both space and time over string representation of path expression for constrained path queries on RDF graphs.
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Introduction and Motivation



SPARQ2L[1] supports unconstrained path queries with path variables and path variable expressions by representing them as strings. In real world we often need to query path with certain constraints for e.g. consider the RDF graph that describes the product features and its details in an online store. Online store will have products ranging from low to high prices and various brands with different features. If you have a limited budget and are looking for a specific brand with specific features for the product then you need to specify the query on RDF graph with constraints in terms of cost, brand and features etc. So the goal of our paper is to augment the SPARQ2L with additional path filter expressions to support constrained path queries. At first we will identify the different classes of constraints that need to be supported. We also propose an alternative representation scheme for path expressions using binary encoding scheme, which achieves significant performance improvement in terms of both space and time over string representation for path expressions. We will explore various datastructures for representing binary encoded path expressions and also will give a comparitive analysis of these data structures in terms of both time and space complexity. Finally we propose our approach for representing the new proposed binary encoding schema for path expressions. In the ∗
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subsequent sections we will succintly describe the algorithms for implementing the identified constraints. Finally we will describe how we have evaluated our approach and will discuss about results and future work.
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Literature Survey



SPARQL [6] has been standardized by the W3C consortium recently as a query language for RDF documents. One of the major limitations of the SPARQL is that it is a data-oriented language where it only queries information held in the RDF documents. It lacks necessary constructs that support discovery of semantic association among different resouces. The semantic associations among two different resources are usually made up of series concatenated triples connecting any two resources, which can be described as semantic paths. Hence supporting constructs for semantic path queries is essential for RDF graphs. In the next section we shall look at some of the languages which support path queries and their limitations. It is known that finding regular simple paths in Graph Databases is NP-Complete [5] and [4], where as in special cases it can be tractable [3]. Partial support for path queries but not regular paths can be found in SeRQL, TRIPLE, Versa- introduces traverse keyword which allowed querying for variable-length paths using a set of specified transitive properties. We have identified the following three important works related to our work: – SPARQLeR: Extended SPARQL for Semantic Association Query [3] – CPSPARQL: Constrained regular expression in SPARQL[2] – SPARQ2L: Towards Support For Subgraph Extraction Queries in RDF Databases[1] SPARQLeR is SPRQL extended with Regular Paths for discovering the semantic associations. SPARQLeR uses regular expressions over properties for specifying required semantics of the queried paths. Order of relations in the path and directionlity are required for expressing the semantics of the associations. One of the mian contributions of the SPARQLeR is support for expressing undirected paths with directionality constraints about included properties along with support for directed paths between entities. Querying in SPARQLeR focuses on building path patterns involving undirected and directed paths as well as paths with defined directionality of the participating properties. These are formally defined in[3].SPARQLeR defines that paths are RDF meta-resources represented as sequences are also called path patterns. These sequences can also be used in other patterns, specifying the required properties of the elements on the path. CPSPARQL is Constrained Regular Expressions in SPARQL. For added expressivity, the Author has proposed a new extension of RDF called PRDF, which allows expressing paths of arbitrary length. This language allows using regular expressions as predicates in the RDF triples. These regular expressions can encode regular paths in the RDF graph.PRDF doesnt allow specifying properties on the nodes that belong to a path defined by a regular expression. This paper presents an extension to PRDF, called CPRDF (Constrained Path RDF), which allows such constraints on the internal nodes. The SPARQL language can be extended by considering graph patterns of SPARQL as CPRDF graphs. This leads to the CPSPARQL extension. The paper then discusses
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GRDF language, an extension to the RDF with variables as predicates. Next, the syntax and semantics of CPRDF language are explored, followed by inference mechanisms for CPRDF graphs. GRDF is an extension of simple RDF, which allows use of variables as predicates in tuples. An RDF graph is constructed over the set of urirefs, blanks and literals. We will use the term variable for blanks.To be able to express properties on nodes that belong to a regular path, the authors have extended PRDF [2] by adding constraints to a regular expression. We can easily extend SPARQL to CPSPARQL by defining graph patterns as CPRDF graphs. Analogously, a set of answers to a CPSPARQL query is defined inductively from the set of maps of the CPRDF graphs of the query into the RDF knowledge base. Simply put, CPSPARQL graph patterns are built on top of CPRDF in the same way that SPARQL is built on top of RDF. SPARQ2L[1] is trying to propose an extension to existing RDF query language SPARQL by including path variables and path variable constrained expressions. The paper also proposes a query evaluation framework based on efficient algebraic techniques for solving path problems which allows for path queries to be efficiently evaluated on disk resident RDF graphs.
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Problem Statement



The previous section describes SPARQ2L making “unconstrained path-queries” possible by representing path expressions as strings. Our objective would be to augment the existing features of SPQRQ2L by supporting “constrained path-queries” using binary encoding scheme for representing path expressions instead of strings. A constrained path query is an abstract path query having additional predicates called constraints. The output of such a query is not only a path from source to destination but a path satisfying all the specified constraints. For e.g. paths involving a set of mandatory nodes. Our focus would be to support following three classes of constraints as specified in[1]. Let us assume that VP represent the set of path variables and 2l represents possible tuples on the path. – Constraints on Nodes and Edges: It will be in the form of specifying the presence or absence of certain nodes or edges – containsAll(VP,2l )–Boolean: returns boolean value based on whether given path contains all of the nodes and edges specified in the constraint – containsAny(VP,2l )–Boolean: returns boolean value based on whether given path contains any of the nodes and edges specified in the constraint – Cost-based constraints: for weighted graphs, constrain paths based on their “costs” – isSimple(VP)–Boolean:checks whether the specified path is simple or not. Simple path is the one which does not have any nodes and edges repeated – cost(VP)–R: cost function will find the cost of the specified path and returns a real number as the output – Structured-based constraints: constrain paths based on structural properties e.g.non-simple paths, presence of a pattern on path etc...
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– containsPattern(VP,R(T))–Boolean:checks whether the path has the particular pattern specified using regular expression or not [1] has already propsed a framework for supporting path variables and has generalized SPARQL graph pattern expression to include triple patterns with path variables in the predicate position. We will further extend this to indclude filter expressions i.e. constraints on path variables into SPARQ2L. The following example shows the expressiveness of SPARQ2L with path variables and path filter expressions. E.g.Query1: (Path Query with Constraint on Intermediate Nodes)Find the paths of influence of Mycrobacterium Tuberculosis MTB organism on P13K signalling pathways. SELECT ??p WHERE{ ?x ??p ?y, ?x bio:name “MTB Surface Molecule”, ?y rdf:type bio:Cellular Response Event, ?z rdf:type bio:P13K Enzyme, PathFilter(containsAny(??p, ?z))} E.g. Query2:(Path Query with path length constraint)Find all close connections(¡4 hops) between SalesPersonA and CIO-Y. SELECT ??p WHERE{ ?x ??p ?y, ?x foaf:name “salesPersonA”, ?y company:is CIO ?z, ?z company:name “Company”, PathFilter(cost(??p)


4 4.1



Design of the Solution Binary Encoding Scheme



Let us consider a simple RDF graph as shown in the following diagram. The entire RDF graph can be represented as triples as shown in the diagram. We can summarize this entire path information represented as triples using regular expression resulting into a path expression as shown in the diagram. The path expression concisely represents the path information by summarizing the paths of the RDF as opposed to RDF triples, which enumerates every path in the RDF graph. The path expression can be rewritten as a tree as shown in the diagram resulting into path-expression tree(PETree). This PETree can be represented concisely using binary encoding scheme described in the table 1 resulting into binary codes for the nodes and edges of the RDF graph as shown in the table 2. The advantage of this representation is that this representation will yield efficient algorithms for path filtering.



4.2



Choosing appropriate Data Structures for representing path expression tree Algorithms + DataStructures = Programming - Niklaus Wirth
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Figure 1: Binary Encoding of Simple Graph
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So from the Problem Definition we know that we have to support ContainsALL, ContainANY, Cost, ContainsPattern functionality. Our selection of datastructure is based on the functionalities that we need to support. We have identified that we need to support following basic functionalities on the datastructure in order to support above functionalities. – Alignment Operation: Where given two sources(either node or edge) we need to find whether both the resources are on the same path or not – Construction of the PETree: We need to virtually construct a PETree internally to support the above functionalities – Pruning Operation: Finding resources which are on the same path or on the parallel path so that we can make a decision about whether to retain it or remove it depending on the operation to be supported – Searching: To search for the existence of a resource We can actually produce the code for the resources either traversing and concatenating the codes either from top to bottom or from bottom to top. The resulting binary encoding can be represented using any one of the following datastructures: – Compressed Binary Tries – PATRICIA Tries – Suffix Trees – Suffix Arrays 4.2.1



Compressed Binary Trie



The name trie has come from Information Retrieval. The binary codes of path expression tree from the previous section can be represented as a trie. As shown in the diagram Compressed Binary Trie in this section. Trie will have root and two branching children left and right at every node based on bit value as either 0 or 1. Length of the binary codes can vary. Compressed Binary Trie will be the one which does not have any branch node whose degree is 1. Expects a bit field to each node of the trie tells whether to move to left or right subtrie during traversals.Trie will take at most one binary code length comparison for search, insertion and deletion. Advantage of choosing a Compressed Binary Trie are. Space Complexity of the datastructure is very less compared to other datastructures for representing PETree Binary Codes. 4.2.2



PATRICIA Trie



PATRICIA[8] is Practical Algorithm to Retrieve Information Coded in Alphanumeric by D.R.Morrison(1968). The problem with the binary trie is that when we have less number of keys then most of the internal nodes have only one descendant. This results into high space complexity of the trie with less number of keys, because Trie will use every part of the binary code in the construction of a trie. Instead PATRICIA tree will store information about which element of the key will next be used to determine the branching in the tree i.e. where the new key and existing key will differ during the insertion, which reduces lot of space required to store the binary codes compared to binary trie representation.
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Figure 2: Compressed Binary Trie



Figure 3: Suffix Tree for ”Bananas” 4.2.3



Suffix Trees



Suffix Tree for “text” is also a trie-like or PATRICIA-like datastructure that represent the suffixes of text. In its simplest instantiation, suffix tree is simply a trie of n strings that are suffixes of an n-character string S. Suffix tree helps us to quickly find whether q is a substring of S, because any substring of S is the prefix of some suffix. The search time is agiain linear in the lenght of q. The real problem is the construction of the suffix tree which is exponential in time. There are clever algorithms which propose linear-time solution for constructing suffix tree. We can find all occurrences of a substring of S. Longest substring common to a set T or strings s1,s2,...sk. Find the longest palindrome in S. 4.2.4



Suffix Arrays



Since the construction of suffix trees are quadratic time we go for suffix arrays. Suffix array does everything what a suffix tree does, still using four times less memory than
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what suffix tree does. They are also easier to implement. Suffix Array is just an array that contains all the n suffixes of S in sorted order. Thus a binary search of this array for string q suffices to locate the prefix of a suffix that matches q, permitting efficient substring search in lgn string comparison. For example, if the lower range of the search is cowabunga and the upper range is cowslip, all keys in between must share the same first three letters, so only the fourth char key must be tested against q. Suffix arrays suffices to store pointers into the original string instead of explicity copying the string. Suffix arrays use less memory than suffix trees by eliminating the need for explicit pointers between suffixes since these are implicit in binary search. Eventhough it is faster to suffix tree we need to keep it sorted.



4.2.5



Suffix Hash Map: Suitable for the pruning



For filtering paths based on constraints using binary code representation we need the power of both the prefix trees and suffix trees for different purposes. Because for e.g. if we are given two nodes or edges or a combination of nodes and edges and if we have to determine whether they are aligned or not i.e. whether both resources are on the same path or not then we need to find the Least Common Ancestor suffix for both the resouces. Suffix Trees are space intensive because we will have n number of suffixes for n-length binary code. Where as Binary Trie does not consume much space since it is not storing prefixes in a tree-like datastructure. It is easy to find the Least Common Ancestor of two resources given their resource id’s using tries and it is time intensive to find LCA using suffix trees when you are given two resource id’s. Instead we have come out with an alternative datastructure i.e. hashmap of suffixes where we store the suffixes of a given binary code representation of a resource in a hashmap. This hashmap maps from a suffixes to the set of resource id’s which has the same suffix. So when we are given with a suffix we can easily find the resources which are on its parallel path and they can be pruned in case of contains all and intersection of such sets of id’s needs to be pruned in case of containsany pruning. Construction of a binary trie from binary codes exactly matches with the PETree representation which we have described in binary encoding schema section. Construction of PETree using trie has less time complexity compared to construction of suffix tree of PETree using Suffixes and is also memory intensive. Hashmap of suffixes has its own disadvantages because ther is no linear time algorithm to reconstruct the pruned graph from the hashmap of suffixes hence displaying all possible resulting paths after filtering is has very high time complexity. It is also very difficult to find out the Least Common Ancestor given two resource id’s. Hence there is a need for a datastructure which has the power of tries interms of storage space and less time intensive LCA and also has the power of suffix trees for pruning graphs by finding resources on the parallel and in the same paths, and also the power of hashmap to find the set of resource id’s having same suffixes almost in constant time. This would be the focus of our future work. But now we are using hashmap of suffixes for pruning and bit-wise operations such as XOR, OR and AND for finding LCA,
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Figure 4: Algorithm for ContainsALL which also becomes difficult when you need to find LCA for more than two resource ids’ simultaneously.



4.3



Algorithm for ContainsALL



1. Check for alignment of resouces(nodes or edges) i.e. to check whether all these nodes and edges exist on the same path or not. This is achieved efficiently using both AND and XOR bit operations. If the resources are not on the same path then we algorithm terminates here 2. If this is a first query on the graph build the Suffix Hash Map for resources(nodes and edges) 3. For each node in the constraint list get the set of nodes from the Suffix Hash Map, which are on the parallel path 4. Make a new EdgeSet, which consists of all the edges in the graph minus prunable edges found in the previous step 5. Display the paths using the EdgeSet constructed in the previous step
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Figure 5: ContainsAny



4.4



Algorithm for ContainsANY



1. For each node in the constraint list get the set of nodes from the Suffix Hash Map, which are on the parallel path 2. Make a new EdgeSet, which consists of all the edges in the graph minus prunable edges found in the previous step 3. Display the paths using the EdgeSet constructed in the previous step



4.5



Algorithm for Displaying graph



1. Determine whether the root is a dot or a union(this can be determined) checking suffix hash map 2. Determine whether the children of the root is a dot or union using suffix hash map 3. Recursively do the same for left and right children. By this we are essentially partitioning the node set as left and right node sets 4. When leaf is reached return the leaf node
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Evaluation



In this section, we describe the performance evaluation of the path filtering approach we have implemented. We compare the performance of the path filtering approach, varying graph size and number of constraint nodes. We have measured performance in four different ways.
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5.1



Experimental Setup



Implementation We implemented our algorithms using Java 1.5 on a 1.8GHz Intel Dual Core Processor with 2GB physical memory available. We have used the BitSet data-type provided by Java 1.5, for encoding bit codes for the nodes/edges in the graph. Suffix Arrays are implemented using HashMap data structure. DataSets We are generating synthetic datasets from an PETree XML file. PETree XML file use following tags to represent a PETree of a given graph. 1. < triplebegnode = “beginningN ode”edge = “Edge”endnode = “endN ode” >: used to represent a RDF triple 2. < D >< /D >: to represent a DOT PETree node of PETree. This tag node have two subnodes or children it can be either triple or union or dot node 3. < U >< /U >: to represent a UNION PETree node of PETree. This tag node have two subnodes or children it can be either triple or union or dot node We are using DOM3 TreeWalker package of Java to traverse or walk through the input PETree XML document. The entire document is traversed in Post-order method to access both the children first and then appropriate structures are created and returned to the parent node which takes care of linking children nodes with parent nodes and transfers the control further following in-order traversal of the PETree XML Document. Performance Metrics Time taken for the operation is the sole performance metric.The time involves 1. Time taken to label the PETree 2. Time taken to prune the PETree 3. Time taken to display the consolidated output Types of Evaluation The performance measure includes the following different cases 1. Same constraint, different graph sizes 2. Same graph, different constraint sizes. 3. Same graph, different constraint, multiple executions 4. Different graphs, constraints that don’t align



5.2



Experimental Result



Figures 1-4 show the time taken when the graph and/or constrained are varied according to the types said above. 1. Figure 1 shows the time taken for the same constraint set as the number of node increase in the graph. As the number of nodes increase in the graph more time is required to generate suffixes for all the nodes and to construct the suffix array, and this increase linearly with the number of nodes
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Figure 6: Evaluation Chart 1



Figure 7: Evaluation Chart 2 2. Figure 2 shows the time taken when the number of constraint nodes is increased on the same graph. In this case the time to build the suffix array is same, but we need to find prunable edges for each constraint node. As the number of constraint nodes increases, the time taken also increases linearly 3. Figure 3 shows, what happens when the same query is executed on the graph multiple times. After the first time, the time taken decreases considerably. This is because, the suffix array is constructed only first time. The same suffix array is used for next executions of the query. This is the case even if we use other queries on the graph 4. Figure 4 show the behavior of our algorithm when we use constraints that don’t align (i.e. constraint that are not satisfiable). Since, we use special bit operations to check whether or not the constraint nodes align, no matter what graph we use, it almost takes constant time to tell whether they align or not
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Conclusion and Future Work



So till now we have found three classes of constraint expressions upon RDF graphs. We have also discussed the advanatages and disadvantages of different datastructure to store the proposed new representation schema for path expressions. Then the algorithms have
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Figure 8: Evaluation Chart 3



Figure 9: Evaluation Chart 4
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been discussed which describes how the constrained are implemened upon RDF graphs using data strcutres and algorithms described before. As we have already discussed in the design phase of the project, we are still not able to come out with a new datastructure to overcome current problems already faced by the current data structure. This would be the goal of our future project work. We also would look forward to evaluate our current implementations upon any real time RDF database such as BRAHMS to look at our algorithms real performance.
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